
# Some more defs

Def
• N., ..., Uk
- {N,, .., Uk 3

mil (A) = {XER^|Ax=6 }

If W= span (N., .., vk), we say
spen W

is a spanning set of we

The mill space of Amen is

Chain hullA) is a subspace of R°
Proof First mullA) Id since

let *, " E mulCA) .A(x+y) =A#+Ay

Aön" = Dan = DR E nUlCA)

WTS S+§ E mUllA) .
=0+0=0 = 5+ y E nul (A)

Finally Let CER. WTS eX E mul (A)welt ACcs) = C(AS) = c0 = 6 = (TE nICA)

# Linear Independence
Def Ens...,. ki's in vector space V is linearly dependent of

IA., CeRR, (Veeia.., c3, c=8, (C.V, + ... + GIVE = O))
none of à is o but can combine to o

Def civet... * cove=o is a linear dependence relation
- If 4=... = Ck=0, it's a triviad lin. dep. nel.non-trivial

Find all lin. dep. vel. for AL:J.L:3
Want: Gil + C2 # =0

~ (6, Ca) =0
the trivial one, so ILi]. It'l} are lin. indep.

Lec 21

Def

Now
Well

- Else it's

Ex

Solve
It's only



Find all bin. dep. vel. for Til. :71833

solve o;

Thm Let vi,..,
So we have won-trivial sots of ca 70, so set is lin. dep.

unER' and let

U. ... Un

Then Eve..., In3 is his. indep. Iff As =o has only the triveal

Proof just by defs.
Notice of nam,, As =s has only the triad sol & JAl

Ev,..., vas is lin. dep.as a linear combo

then EV,,., Um's SR" is lin. dep.
think of as no more atimension to poit in after ising

"...
But at most we have: I o

Well we want sol.

We dway have fate was since we can haven leading out of in vars

Def A set B=16., ... ba3 in vec. space V is a basis if

1. B spans V2. Bi lim inder.

Ex

Thi

A=
sol

Ther If man.

Proof
Va =


